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The development of industrial enWrprise in the underdeveloped countries 

offers complex problems.   The difficulties experienced stem from a diversity of 

factors, includine the shoi-ta^e of local capital, the lack of an entrepreneurial 

class with experience in industry and the gap in the technological environment 

that exist3 between the developed and the developing countries.    Low purchasing 

power and the often inadequate size of domestic narkets also serve to inhibit the 

process of industrial growth and risk-taking in many of the developing countries. 

It was to help meet some of these problems that the International Finance 

Corporation (IFC) was established in 1956 63 en affiliate of the World Bank.    IPC 

supplements the activities of the ".'orld £^nk and the Bank's other affiliate, the 

International Development A&socjLition (IDA), by providing loan and equity capital 

to private productive enterprises in the less developed of its nember countries, 

without government guarantee.    Some 79 countries are now members of IFC and have 

subscribed its she re capital of nearly MOO rjillion.    Since the Corporation was 

established, it hes made corami tinonts of more than $137 million in 32 countries of 

Asia, Africa, the Middle >st, Europe and Latin America.    The majority of enter- 

prises which IFC has hai-'3d to finance ere in the field of manufacturing industry: 

iron end steel, heavy engineering, pulp and papar, construction materials, 

chemicals, textiles, electrical ¿oodn. and others.    In addition, IFC has invested in 

processing industries — such as flour tàlli ig, sugar refining end leather tanning — 

and in service industries, such as aero ergine overhaul and warehousing. 

In performing its operations, IFC has three main objectives.    It helps to 

finance sound projects of high economic priority, it attempts to stimulate the inter- 

national flow of private capital into productive enterprises in the developing 

countries and it endeavors to promote the development of local capital markets. 

Over a period of years, it has been the experience of IFC, as well as of 

the World Btnk and IDA, thtt the chief obstacle to s higher rate of investment in 

industry in the developing countries is the shortage of 3oundly conceivad and 

adequately prepared pro^eo^s,    :.n the verde of lir. George D. Woods, President of 

the World Bank and its affiliâteo, to the UN Economic and Social Council in March 

1965i   "Neither cenerai programs nor even generous supplies of capital will ac- 

complish much until the right technology, conpetent management, and manpower with 
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the proper blend of skills are brought together and focused effectively on well- 

conceived projects.   Projects are not only focal points, they ore growing points, 

not only for the goods and services they contribute to the economy but for the 

new skills and tho new attitudes which they engender both among the people carrying 

them out and those v;ho benefit from their effects.N 

It is for this reason that the identification of opportunities for invest- 

ment and the epprsisal and pi apt ration of specific projects occupy a key position 

in IPC's operations.    IPC's appraisals sire generally concerned with requests for 

financing projects to ex;-mi or diversify existing enterprises or to establish new 

ones.   The Corporation does not take part in direct financix* of either imports or 

exports or in operations whose prime purpose is refunding or refinancing.   IFC'a 

investments are made in association with private investors and management, and the 

Corporation does not aesuna nane gênent responsibilities nor does it normally 

exercise the voting rights of stock it holds.   These factors holp to explain the 

priority attached by IFC to its pre-investraent studies. 

In addition to direct invertaaents, IFC provides technical and financial 

assistance to local development fir.ence coapanie3.    Institutions of this kind are 

a useful means of assisting mediun-siiied industries, acting as a channel for both 

domestic and foreign privi te copiti 1, underwriting issues of securities by local 

privately owned enterprises, identifying nan; opportunities for investment and 

assisting in the promotion of new companies.   Since 1962, IFC has been responsible 

for appraising and supervising development finance cunpany projects on behalf of 

the World Bank group.    In this respect, it has been required to assist in fostering 

new institutions, helping existing ones and appraising requests for financial 

assistance from the, -.Aiether directed to IPC, tl.s World Bank or IDA,   The appraisal 

of development finance company projects rests on a number of criteria :    including 

the ability of such institutions to fill sace of the gap» existing at present in 

the capital markets of aiost developing countries; their econszri? viability in tens 

of the potential volume of business available to them, end their caps city to operate 

on a sufficiently profitable basis to attract private investors. 
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IPC makes standby end undervrriting ccawj.tia3nt3 in support of offerings of 

corporate securities, as a meeiw of helping to develop local capital markets.    It 

also seeks the participation of investors in the capitel exporting countries in it« 

own investments, in order to stimulate the flow of private capital to the developing 

countries,   -"hese participations are mode either at the time of the original 1FC 

comsitment or subsequently by the 3*le of more seasoned securities from its portfolio. 

Up to the end of June 1965, the Corporation had sold or agreed to sell • sub- 

stantial part of both its loan and equity inveataenU to financial institutions 

domiciled in most of the countries of V.'esterr flurope, as well as in the united 

States, Japan and the Middle East,    toong the institutions which have actively 

participated in IFC investments is the Kuwait Investment Company, which has acquired 

portions of investments made by the Corporation in Finland, Greece, K«deo, Nigeria, 

Spain, the Sudan, Tunisia, Uganda and Venezuele. 

Careful end detailed appraisal of investment proposals is of particular 

iaportance to ITC in view of the multiple interests involved.    As an international 

investment institution, TIC must consider the interests of the menfeer countries 

which have subscribed its capita, as well is of both institutional and individual 

investors, whose decision to participe te in an investment way be influenced by IFC's 

presence.    In making an investment, the Corporation PISO must evaluate the economic 

priority of a project to the host country in question. 

The IPC appraisal of an investment proposti may initially teke the form of 

a besic feasibility study, noving through stages into a detailed review of the pro- 

posal, from both technlc:l and financial viewpoints, in order to see if it can be 

strengthened and mado to contribute more to the economy of the country.   In IFC«a 

view, there are soveral criteria thrX need to be net before a project can be re- 

garded as suitable for an investment.   Firstly, IPC must be satisfied that an 

adequate market exists for the carpeny's product or products.    Secondly, the 
Corporation must bo able to d¿temine the soundness of the technical concept of the 

project.   There must, Wirdly, be evidence of the capability end experience of 

management.    Fourthly, 1FG requires that the fin-nciel plan for a project should be 

realistic and the financial structure of the sponsoring company sufficiently strong. 
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Fifthly, it liants to be able to establish the prospacts of profitable operation. 

Appraisal along thesa lin©3 makes it possible to reduce both the risks and tho 

margin for error in financing industrial projects, 

Basic to the other gestions is the need to establish v?hat kind of market 

existo for the product or p^-oducbs in question.    This ccn only be answered by 

evaluating trends in the econoL$- of the country concerned, includine a statistical 

analysis of production, imports and export3, and by supplementing this with an 

evaluation of prralléis fron the noro d<5velop-3d countries, in teres of the pattern 

of consumption or the performance of competitive products.    The assessment must 

establish what demand presently exi3tc ?r.d how quicKly it nay be expected to grow; 

)   how the demand can best be met end how mrny alternative products exist; which is 

the beet alternative given the economic circumstances of a particular country; and 

finally, what kind of ri?ks would be run if the prediction of demand is in error. 

This consideration leads naturally into a review of the soundness of the 

project in its technical conception.   Only when the size of the potential market 

has been established — is v:ell 83 the degree of competition to be expected — is 

it possible to dec.de whether a project is feasible.   Factors that must be con- 

sidered are those entering into ?.x>duction coats:   including the availability of 

raw materials of suitrbie quality; transportation, utility tnd other costs; and the 

suitability of the plsnt location.   Questions concerning the uanufacturing process 

k to be used also need to be answered, particularly if there aro alternative processes 

|^ available. 

The failure to giva due weight to these factors may jeopcrdize tho whole 

success of an tsnterprise, particularly where it involves the introduction of a new 

product or a new process.    One example of insufficient attention to these questions 

ooettrredf in IFC's experience, in e conipany set up to introduce n new, inexpensive 

and lightweight building material — which had been successfully produced and 

marketed in Europe — to a tropical country.    The sponsors of the project felt that 

an adequate market for the new materiel existed in the field of low-coct housing: 

a factor that also appeared to confer some degree of economic priority on the project. 
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However, the new plant ran almost ^mediately into production problems because of 

the unauitability of locally available raw materials.    The company found it difficult 

to keep up production levels, with the re--.lt that costs rose to the point where the 

new material proved more expensive th*n ordinary brick or concrete block.    To add to 

existing probleus, the supply of whet had previously been regarded as a waste 

material by the management oí t.ie comply dried up when it became clear there was 

a steady factory d«jnd for it:    the result being that the company also had to pay 

higher prices thrn it hod anticipated for its major raw material.    Owing to these 

and other errors of judgu^nt, the company never succeeded in establishing itself 

or its product. 

In cases where companies experience teclmical difficulties, the trouble 

often stems from the* fact that the loeel sponsors have neglected to secure the 

assistance of an experienced technical partner in fonnulrting and pl*nn5.ng the 

project, providing the decign» or.d supervising the construction and initial opera- 

tion of the plant.    Vlhere nevr or advanced technology is involved in a project - for 

instance in the uanvfîcUre of specie, oteáis, ball bearings and other engineering 

products - o large prut of iho success of the project is likely to depend on the 

role of a corapeter-t technical ^ rtner.    Itm;   or the project which IPC has helped 

to finance arc in feet based on p^;ers:dP3 of this kind.    In one Asian country, 

for instance, IPC is an investor in a new alloy steel producer being established 

by local interests in conjunction with a leading French steel naker.    On other 

occasions, European, U.S. end Japanese companies aBwo either acted as technical 

collaborators, licensors or consultants in projects financed by IKC.    Por example, 

IPC is a shareholder in a latin American corapany producing heavy construction equip- 

ment either under license from or with the technicrl assistance of French, Swedish 

and U.S. companies.   A less usual form of participation is represented by the role 

of a Dutch compare in providin* manesonent services to an African s-tger producing 

and refining conçany in which IPC has invested. 

In IPC's experience, the nost effective form of partnersiiip is one in 

which the local sponsor and the foreicn technical partner are directly identified 
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vdth the fortunes of a project through participation in the share capital of the 

enterprise in question.    Cne example of this io a new company in which IFC has 

invested, which is constructing a modem forge plrnt - the first of its kind in 

the particular country — to make a wide range of f orgings at present being imported. 

In this case, the locsl sponsors obtained the participation of an experienced 

European steel producer at an ecrly stage of the project, to provide the teciinology 

required.   The foreign partner is supplying the machinery and equipment, providing 

supervision of the construction and start-up of the plant, training locel staff to 

assist in running the operation end is, in addition, a substantial investor in the 

project.   In an arrangement of this kind, the local and the foreign interests clearly 

|   have a long-run etske in mckin¿ the new enterprise a success and both stand to lose 
if it does not succeed. 

Since IFC financing is not tied to the purchase of specific equipment or to 

any particular country, the Corporation is in e position to take an objective view 

of the machinery and equipment as well as the other facilities needed for implement- 

ing a project.   This process of appraisal requires an evaluation of the various 

engineering features of the project:    for example, the adequacy of the foundations 

and buildings, the extent to wldch the machinery being considered will meet the real 

needs of the project :nd other technical features.    VMle new equipment has been 

purchased for the majority of projects Ii-C he3 helped to finance, the possibility of 

making economies by using reconuitioned equipment has occurred in the case of two 

9 projects, involving the exptir.sion of a company making peperboard containers in an 

Asian country and the establishment of a new cotion textile mill in an African 

country.   In both cases, IFC wes able to satisfy itself, after a detailed appraisal, 

that the reconditioned équipent would enable the companies to make substantial 

economies without incurring the penalty of technical obsolescence. 

While the purchase of machinery is in rast casos undertaken on the basis of 

comparative "shopping", there ere occasions when a project may be carried out on a 

turn-key basis, with one primo contracts agreeing to purchase or supply all of the 

machinery and equipment tnd to hand over the completed project to the customer. 
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In order to protect the customer's interest in such cases, it may be desirable 

to engage an independent consultant to review the equipment list and prices, to 

evaluate the role of the equipment supplier in the venture and to supervise the 

guarantee and. performance test runs of the new plent when it is completed and ready 

for operation. 

Only when the soundness of the technical concept of a project has been 

established is it possible to work out a realistic financial plan and to make some 

Judgment about the strength of the capital structure of an enterprise. Failure to 

work -out a proper financial plan nay often re3ult in the failure of en otherwise 

sound project. This may result from a variety of causes, among the mo3t eonnon 

being under-capitaliaation and insufficient equity capital to sustain extra short- 

term borrowing that may be necessary to meet various contingencies. These financial 

problems often are experienced at an early stage in th« history of an enterprise, 

at a time when it is mo3t vulnex-able. One of the general problems encountered 

in financing industry in the developing countries is the failure to provide for 

contingencies ruch as overruns on the costs of completing a project, resulting from 

delays in construction, decisions to revise the character and scope of a project 

already in progress or from the escalation of imported equipment costs. To meet 

this sort of situation, IFC nonr.ally makes epecific provision in its investment 

agreements for supplemental firuncing to cover overruns, in the form of stancar 

commitments on its own part and the part of other investors in a project. Mot all 

of these contingencies can be foreseen at the time of the initisl investment agree- 

ment. Recently, in reviewing the progress cade oy a leading pulp snd paper company 

in carrying out en expansion progrtm for which IFC among othe» provided funds, IFC 

discovered that the carpar;:/ wis experiencing an unexpectedly heavy overrun. Whan 

the situation was analyzed, it was discovered that the overrun was due partly to 

delays in construction (resulting from shortages of skilled labor, among other 

factors) and partly because of escalation in the cost of imported equipment. The 

escalation had occurred because the management had decided, after starting the 

project, to change the company's technical consultants and had asked the new con- 

sultants to guarantee higher performance for the new plant being installed. The 
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constatants had in turn recommended the purchase of additional machinery as the 

only means of ensuring the performance demanded, resulting in an important change 
in the size and scope of the project. 

Other financial problems frequently occur '.-hen an enterprise, perhaps 

through over-optimiBtic profit estimates, has too high a proportion of short- 

tem. debt end finds thet it cannot generate cash quickly enough to .service the 

debt.    In such instencee, corpanier tend to run dovn their working capital, often 

creating additional problems e.a a result.   The provision of permanent working 

capital is an indispenseble pert of project financing, and IFC has where necensary 

recognized this in its investment agreement, by specifying that the purpose of 

P   the financing is to provic'.u   rorlcin- capitel as veil as to allow for the acquisition 
of fixed assets. 

In anelyzing the causes of success or failure in industrial enterprises in 

developing countries, management cm perhaps be singled out as the major determining 

factor.   Manr.genent, used in this Bense, means corporate reeponsibility at the 

decision-making levels, involving not only administration but also financial «nd 

accounting controls.    The strencth of management becomes evident in the ability to 

undertake advance planning of a project, to recognize problems as they arise and 

take action on them, to establish hemonious working relctions with foreign equip- 

ment suppliers or industrial partners and with locsl government avthorities.    It 

I A  l8 reveeled» as Kall# in the eoiUty to look beyond production problems to the 
need for adequate selee and distribution system for a company's products. 

The need for ra&nagement in depth has been apparent in many of the projects 

examined by IFC, where it has been possible to report favorably on the technical 

management while drawir? »ttention to incdeouate financial control.    In such 

situations, management is generally unable to determine the 3ource end application 

of funds, analyze production costs, maintain proper inventory controls end the like. 

Por this reason, IFC emphasizes the need for effective accounting control systeva 

in the enterprises in which it invests end clso requires regular ^uditoci reports 
after investments have been made. 
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Experienced and compétent managament is essential not only to the 

establishment of new enterprises but eleo to enterprises in the process of 

expansion, whether in the saue or in new lines of business.   On occasions, even 

a past record of successful management is insufficient evidence of ability to 

meet new challenges.   This is oft an a problem freed by mroagements that have been 

successful in running ornali enterprises but find they cannot control larger, more 

diversified operations.    Cina.case of uhich IFC hS3 experience concerns a smell 

company which had been successful in making and marketing a single line of home 

furnishings.    Subsequently, the company ir. question decided to expand into a larger 

plant and to diversify into new lines, in which it was initially successful. 

Encouraged by its success, the compony dacided to attempt to manufecture a more 

sophisticated product end made e. substantial investment in new equipment, only to 

run into problems of quality control«   In the fc.ee of a product that proved un- 

saleable, and for which hervy short-term financing had been incurred, the company's 

working capitel position deteriorated to the point where it could no lonper service 

its debt and where c phased liquidation of its assets was the only solution. 

An important factor in project appraisal is the competitiveness mi 

potentiel prof it-bility of a project or entsrprise.   \<hile profitability cm \>e 

measured directly in terus of the return on invested capital, the dividend yi:-3d 

to shareholders and the capacity for servicing debt, the conditions detetvinL^, 

profitability also need to be analyzed.   Much depends on how the margin between 

production costs and s*lee prices is determined.    In the case of a project geared 

primarily to export markets, tho key fictor is the competitiveness of the pricing 

of its product or products in /orld markets.    In the case of a project ostibliahsd 

primarily to satisfy the domestic market, the relationship between the cc*npany«s 

prices end world mar. <?t prices has to be established in a different context.    If 

selling prices are higu in relation to world market prices, the appraisal must 

consider how far the company will depend on direct import restrictions or on tariff 

protection in order to be profitrble.    A project appraisal must therefore consider 

how the company may be efrected by chungas in government policies end examine the 

level of protection necessary in order for the enterprise to sell its products 
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profitably. This in tum raises basic questions regrrding th« justification for 

a project in terra of the benefits to the economy of the country in question. Such 

issues involve Judgments on whether fostering a relatively high-cost producer is 

the best way of making use of scarce resources and whether benefits such as the 

creation of employment and of added worker skills outweigh the disadvantages of 
protection. 

As an investment institution, IFXJts main role in promoting the establishment 

or expansion of industry in the developing countries has been concerned with specific 

projects. In work of this kind, IPC has often been required to take the lead in 

reshaping a project in order to enhance its economic viability and profitability, 

t 9  In some cases, the purpose of the review has been to attempt to reduce the sise 

end scope of a project in order to fit it to the resources available for finsncing. 

More generally, however, appraisal work has been directed to the problem of whether 

a project fits the minimum economic sise to be viable; and it has not infrequently 

been found desirable to expand the size tnd scope of the project and to find 

additional capital resources. An example of IPC's working methods in this respect 

is provided by a Worth African fertiliser company in which the Corporation has 

invested. The company was origintlly established, under the sponsorship of a 

leading European fertilizer producer, to construct a plant to manufacture triple 

superphosphate fertilizer from local rook phosphate. The European sponsor found 

^ that it was not in a position to commit all of the funds required to complete the 

• • plant and turned to IPC for assistance. 

IPC conducted its own apprtisal of the project, starting from the premise 

that the entire output of the plant was intended for export. The appraisal there- 

fore placed particular emphasis on the marketing arrangements and on the competi- 

tiveness and profitability of the company»s operations at world market prices. 

Attention to the marketing arrangements was particularly important in the light 

of substantial expansion plans on the part of other fertilizer producers and the 

difficulty of predicting demand in the low income countries of Africa, Asia and 

South America which were considered to be the logical market for the company's 

output. In order to strengthen the marketing arrangements, the sponsor of the 
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IFC'a activities In appraising industriel projects in developing countries 
are now expanding.   The Corporation earlier this year acquired the responsibility 
of acting on behalf of the entire l.orld Bank group in the technical and financial 
appraisal, preparation and supervision of industrial «nd mining projects.    Its 
role in this respect is comptable with its existing responsibilities on behalf of 
the group in the field of development finance company projects.    This administrative 
move is intended to enhance the effectiveness of the World Bank group in financing 
industrial development:    en tree in which the group has so far provided capital 
resources totaling more then „1,700 million. 

The role of I/C in project appraisal is also likely to grow in view of the 
proposed expansion of the Corporation's financial resources, which will Bake it 
possible for IFC to step up the level of its investment ectivities.    The necessary 
steps have now nearly been completed tc make effective a proposal for increasing 
IPC's resource.!» by about MX) million, by permitting the Corporation to borrow from 
the World Bank.   IJhen the proposal takes effect, it is likely to affect IPC's open- 
tions in a number of wcya.   iJ0Ong other things, it would free the entire present 
capital of the Corporation for making equity investments.   It would aleo enable IPC 
to participate in larger, more capital-intensive projects and make more substantial 
loan and equity comnitments to individual enterprises.   In these ways, IPC can 
expect to become a more significant fr ctor in financing the needs of private 
industrial enterprises in its aember countries end more vereatile in the types of 
financing it can provide.    Together with the expansion of IFC's technical assistance 
activities, this development could be expected to help stimulate the increased flow 
of suitable projects on which a hiSher rete of industrial investment in the develop- 
ing countries depends. 
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projet a«r-d to «fr into a long-term contract to purent., part of the output 

of the new plant for sal« in Europe. 

The IFC appraiaal also recommended modifications on the technical aide of 

the project. In particular, the appraisal established that there would be a 

definite coat advantage to the company in producing its own sulphuric acid, using 

imported sulphur, instead of purchasing sulphuric acid from abroad. This recom- 

mendation, which was also accepted by the sponsor, meant the introduction of a new 

technical feature and a substantial increase in the capital cost of the venture. 

To meet this situation, the project was brought to the attention of a leading U.S. 

sulphur producer which agreed to provide the additional capital required to complete 

the financing, in return for the opportunity to supply sulphur on a long-tern con- 

tract basis to the new company. The project Ime completed on achedule last yeer 

and, benefited by the strong demand in world markets for triple superphosphate 

fertiliser, is operating profitably. 

Oi occasion, IPC has undertaken technical studies relating not to specific 

projects but to broad sectors of economic activity and the possibilities of 

industrial promotion in these areas. In I96I, for example, the Corporation under- 

took a survey of the potential for a chemical industry in Iran, at the request of 

the Industrial and Kining Development Bank of Iran and the Iranian Plan Organisation. 

The survey indicated likely areas of industrial promotion and also defined specific 

y  J investment opportunities. There is little indication thct the survey produced any 

direct yield, although local production of pharmaceuticals, sulphuric acid and paints 

end varnishes has started since 1961 along the lines suggested by the study. Mora 

recently, IPC has at the request of a member government provided technical assistance 

in evaluating the potential for a pulp and paper industry in the country in queetion. 

The appraisal in this cue, conducted in conjunction with a leading pulp and paper 

manufacturer in a developed country, was essentially a feasibility study, directed 

to establishing the adequacy of the forest resources and the existence of a market 

for a local pulp and paper industry, as well as selecting suitable plant locations 

and determining the costs of row artériels. 






